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the composer
Steven R. Gerber was born in 1948 in Washington, D.C. He received degrees from Haverford College 
and Princeton University; his composition teachers included Robert Parris, J. K. Randall, Earl Kim, 
and Milton Babbitt. The Washington Post called his Violin Concerto “a major addition to the con-
temporary violin repertoire: lyrical, passionate, beautifully tailored to the instrument’s character 
and capabilities…Gerber has revived the spirit of romanticism in this work, with a strong sense of 
tonal melody and of the dramatic effects and surprises still possible in traditional forms...one of 
the year’s most memorable events.” And when Carter Brey premiered his Cello Concerto in 1996, the 
Washington Post said, “Gerber’s concerto seems to have what it takes to establish a foothold…. The 
music is composed with a fine sense of instrumental color…. Gerber has given his soloist some fine, 
expressive melodies.” Gerber’s music has been performed by orchestras and ensembles around the 
U.S. including the San Francisco Symphony, the National Philharmonic Orchestra, the Long Island 
Philharmonic, The Louisville Orchestra, the Omaha Symphony, and the Fine Arts and Amernet String 
Quartets, to name a few. His music is well-known in Russia and Ukraine, where he has had numer-
ous tours with literally dozens of performances of his orchestral, solo, and chamber works. CDs of 
Gerber’s orchestral works have been released on Chandos, KOCH International, and Arabesque, while 
Naxos has released a recording of his solo and chamber music, featuring violinist Kurt Nikkanen. 
Gerber has written concertos for violist Yuri Bashmet and clarinetist Jon Manasse as well as for Kurt 
Nikkanen and Carter Brey. His most recent orchestral work, Music in Dark Times, commissioned by 
Vladimir Ashkenazy, received its four world premiere performances in 2009 by the San Francisco 
Symphony under the baton of Ashkenazy.



the three, but it too is not serial. Like many of my pieces, it frequently combines long-held chords or 
dyads with staccato notes, the model doubtless being Elliott Carter’s First String Quartet. The finale, 
“Variations on a Ground,” is a slow, rather tonal passacaglia whose final section is a string of parallel 
tenths up and down in both hands. To me this section has always seemed like a prayer, and the pianist 
may well be praying that his hands don’t get stretched to the breaking point.

Duo in Three Movements for violin and piano (1981-84) was my largest-scale work since my early 
Piano Trio (1967-68). Like a lot of my other music it is far more antiphonal than contrapuntal, the 
violin and piano usually exchanging ideas in a kind of dialogue. The first movement alternates fast 
and slow music in an A-B-A-B-A form; the second is a short intermezzo which I think of as akin to 
the sorbet served in some fancy restaurants to cleanse the palate between two large courses; and 
the finale is a set of variations in which the theme and each variation is in two parts, the first longer 
than the second, the second part differing from the first in various aspects of texture, but with  
similar material. The big outer movements, like my Trio, owe a great deal to Bartok and to my 
teacher and mentor, Robert Parris.

Voices (1975-76) is a kind of fantasy consisting of many different sections, written strictly in either 
three or four voices. It is twelve-tone and has an overall A-B-A shape, the middle part being the  
quietest and most lyrical, the final section differing greatly from the first but suggesting it texturally. 
As with a number of other pieces on this CD, the piece demands virtuosic use of the middle pedal.

Variations (1969-70) is my least favorite work on the CD; as my friend and colleague, the late com-
poser George Edwards said, “It’s one of the few contemporary pieces I’ve heard in which the middle 
is much better than the beginning or the end.” This piece was by far the most difficult work on the 
CD for me to learn and I include it partly because the performance represents one of the rare times 
when I have been totally satisfied with my own playing. These variations are unusual in that they 
involve texture, register, and dynamics but not pitch. The first variation is legato, the second staccato, 
the third combines those two textures, and the rest of the piece takes off from there.

the Music
This CD presents, roughly in reverse chronological order, all of my piano music (excepting my very 
early Two Toccatas) and a large violin and piano duo from the 80s.

Three Little Duets (2011) are short pieces that posed an interesting compositional problem — how 
to write short, simple, technically not too challenging compositions that can be used as teaching 
pieces but are still serious and expressive. Each piece is in two voices, one note per hand, with no 
chords, the models being Bach’s Two-Part Inventions and, even more, the little piano piece Duet that 
Milton Babbitt wrote in the 50s for his daughter and which I performed on an Opus One LP in the 80s.

Two Intermezzi (1984-85) are my favorite pieces on the disc. The first, “Improvisation,” is full of 
starts and stops — something I normally detest in modern music — suggesting a pianist (or a 
composer) constantly mulling over what to do next. Finally the piece explodes in a big climax. Much 
more diatonic, the second piece, “Homage,” evokes Copland and the neo-classical Stravinsky and is 
in part a tribute to them. Its opening takes off from a passage in my twelve-tone piano piece Voices 
(see below), changing one note in order to create an oddly-spaced B-minor triad and using this 
sonority (staccato high and low notes, legato notes in the middle register) throughout.

I’ve always thought of the Piano Sonata (1980-82) as a transitional work between my earlier atonal 
music and the more tonal music I was just beginning to write. For several years I had been writing 
twelve-tone music, not because I took twelve-tone theory very seriously, and still less because I 
believed it had the kind of historical inevitability falsely attributed to it by those who believe in that 
sort of thing, but rather because it gave me a way of using with consistency intervals and intervallic 
patterns I had previously eschewed, and also because it satisfied a certain obsessive streak in me. 
When I began the first movement of the Sonata I realized that the material was not easily susceptible 
to serial treatment and decided to forget about being consciously systematic and to let the chips fall 
where they might, so to speak. The result was a movement that I titled “Fantasy: Homage to Copland,” 
since it reminded me of some of his darker works such as the Piano Variations and the first movement 
of his Piano Sonata. The second movement, a short scherzo, is by far the most atonal movement of 



degree graduate of Oberlin College where he studied with David Cerone. His early career included 
three years in The Cleveland Orchestra, a year as the founder of the Audubon Quartet, four years with 
the New York New Music Ensemble, and two seasons as concertmaster of the Honolulu Symphony. He 
pursued graduate studies at the Juilliard School with Ivan Galamian and Dorothy DeLay. His debut 
recording on New World Records was chosen one of the year’s best by the New York Times, and 
his recording of the complete Violin Sonatas of Charles Ives (on Bridge Records) has become the 
standard for that repertoire. Fulkerson has been Professor of violin at the Oberlin Conservatory  
since 1982, and has also taught at Indiana University and New York University. He has participated 
in the Marlboro, Grand Teton, Bang on a Can, Round Top, AlexFest, Cabrillo, and Santa Fe Chamber 
Music Festivals, and taught for 8 years at the Musicorda Summer School for Strings. Fulkerson plays 
a violin by J. B. Guadagnini, Turin, 1774.
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Finally, Cocktail Music (Song Without Words) is the only piece of mine that I think of as light music; 
it lies stylistically somewhere between a show tune and perhaps Satie or early Debussy. I worked on 
it off and on throughout the 80s, not knowing quite how to proceed, finishing the first version in 1989 
and then performing it throughout the former Soviet Union and the U.S. Somewhere in the period 
2005-2008 I was convinced by a few friends that an introduction was needed (in popular songs the 
usual word is “verse” and what follows is the “refrain”) and wrote two, one of which I lost. In its final 
form, after an 8-bar introduction the tune follows in a variant of the usual A-A-B-A song form, with a 
brief coda; here the B section is 9 measures long and then is varied in a 10-bar section. The B sections 
contain the only chromatic harmonies in the entire piece. Several people, myself included, have tried 
to write lyrics for the piece, but so far no one has succeeded. I’m still looking for a lyricist for it.

—Steven R. Gerber

the Performers
Pianist Jennifer Rinehart has alternated a free-lance career with university teaching since 1969. 
Her performing focus has been 20th century classics and works of living composers, including many 
premieres. She has been guest artist at contemporary music festivals, universities and art museums 
across the United States. In New York City she collaborated with chamber ensembles at The Juilliard 
School, The New School, Roulette, Merkin Hall and Greenwich House. She has recorded for the Opus 
One and North/South labels. Ms. Rinehart is retired from the Oberlin Conservatory faculty, where she 
performed with Gregory Fulkerson and other artist-colleagues over three decades.

gregory Fulkerson rose to prominence as a major exponent of American contemporary music, taking 
the first prize in the International American Music Competition sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation 
and the Kennedy Center. As a result of that victory, Fulkerson began a very active performing career 
that included debuts in New York, London, Paris, Rome, and Brussels. He has performed more than 
30 concerti with orchestras, including the world premieres of the John Becker Concerto with the 
Chattanooga Symphony, the Roy Harris Concerto with the North Carolina Symphony, and the Richard 
Wernick Concerto with Riccardo Muti conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra. He is a 1971 double 
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	 	 Steven R. Gerber

	 	 Three Little Duets	(2011)
	 1	 Duet	I	[0:51]
	 2	 Duet	II	[0:51]
	 3	 Duet	III	[0:57]

	  Two Intermezzi	(1984-85)
	 4	 Improvisation	[3:55]
	 5	 Homage	[3:45]

	 	 Piano Sonata	(1980-82)
	 6	 Fantasy:	Homage	to	Copland	[4:20]
	 7	 Scherzo	[1:47]
	 8	 Variations	on	a	Ground	[6:42]
	  Steven R. Gerber, piano

	 	 Duo in Three Movements	(1981-84)
	 9	 Molto	Allegro	-	Lento	[8:56]
	10	 Intermezzo	[2:15]
	11	 Variations	[9:27]
	 	 Gregory Fulkerson, violin | Jennifer Rinehart, piano

	12	 Voices	(1975-76)	[9:27]

	13	 Variations for Piano	(1969-70)	[8:06]

	14	 Cocktail Music (Song Without Words)	(1989,	rev.	2005-08)	[2:54]
	 	 Steven R. Gerber, piano

	 	 Total	Time	=	62:21
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